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Command and Control Closed Incident Logs For the period 18 July 2015 - 31 July 2015 – Kitchen 

Lane, Wolverhampton. 

 8 reports found – some of which were duplicate incidents. 

 Issues Reported   

Travellers on land, bollards removed  

Travellers arriving, smashing through posts to gain access  

Approx 50 vans of travellers on land, causing traffic, removing wooden bollards  

Large lorry causing damage to the land  

Travellers Urinating and Defecating in view of residents 

Reports of travellers selling knives without a licence 

Action Taken - 

All of the above incidents were assessed as routine stations resolution calls for service and although 

they were logged as 8 reports, a number could be matched leaving two incidents.  

The initial response to the first incident was to confirm the numbers of travellers on the site followed 

by the following: 

Officers met with Wolverhampton City Council (WCC) and a local councillor at the location where the 

scene was assessed; a needs assessment was completed by WCC. As a result neighbourhood 

officers were allocated to engage and monitor the travellers, site and community tension; pursuance 

of repossession proceedings by WCC’s Legal Team; patrol of the site and engagement with local 

residents and travellers on or near to the site by the Neighbourhood Team, Community Action Priority 

Team and Response Officers utilising the ASB Van, marked and unmarked police  vehicles and foot 

patrol; officers wearing body worn video cameras were deployed to the site with the direction to video 

the condition and gather evidence of damage & behaviour; a request for Force traffic officers to patrol 

the site was made; coordination of police and local authority to service notices to quit on the 

travellers, capturing the service on body worn video and; an assessment of the site once vacated.   

There are also reports of travellers taking delivery of pots, pans and knives and then visiting local 

addresses to sell these items.  Officers were dispatched to identify the persons selling the knives but 

no one was identified.   

In summary no crimes or incidents of ASB relating to the travellers were recorded.   WCC did not 

report any damage to the bollards or land.  There is a third party report of a traveller urinating against 

a resident’s car and the offender was not identified.  The site was left in a poor state by the travellers 

vacating the land. 


